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The all-new Rekluse Core EXP Clutch was designed from the 

ground up with the hard-core motocross and off-road racer 

in mind. When you hop aboard a bike that's equipped 

with the Core EXP, you'll immediately notice that your corner 

speeds increase, your starts improve, your fatigue decreas-

es, and most importantly, your lap times improve. 

Billet parts for superior durability and oil flow, consistent 

lever feel identical to stock, and reduced stalling. All these 

enhancements are yours when you install the revolutionary 

Rekluse Core EXP Clutch. 

Rekluse Core EXP 

$899.00 

Options & Fitment 

 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) AND 4-STROKE MOD-

ELS 2001-2011 

GG-170 $899.00 

 

Not just another CNC copy of stock clutch components, 

the Rekluse Core Manual Clutch is engineered from the 

ground up for maximum performance and durability. For 

more than six years Rekluse has been the recognized 

leader in after-market centrifugal clutch technology. 

Rekluse incorporated the engineering expertise devel-

oped making the best centrifugal clutch products availa-

ble and applied this expertise to make the best stock-

replacement manual clutch available.  

Rekluse Core Manual Clutch 

$499.00 

Options & Fitment 

 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) AND 4-STROKE MODELS 

2001-2011 

GG-171 $499.00 
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Barnett Clutch Basket 

Options & Fitment 
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Convert your 1996 and newer GasGas to an electric start 

bike. This kit includes everything it takes to convert, except 

rear fender and seat. For 1996 thru 2006 you will also 

need a seat and rear fender. 

GasGas Electric Start Conversion Kit 

Options & Fitment 

$975.00 

 

EE855002510 96+ GasGas Models 
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Comes complete with wheel bearings and seals. 

Only available for 2004 and newer. 

No Rotors or Sprocket 

GasGas OEM Wheels  

$899.00 

Options & Fitment 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 04+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  

Front Wheel  GG-172 $449 

Rear Wheel GG-173 $479 

Complete Set GG-174 $899 
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FEATURES: 

Unique cartridge kit with TTX design. 

Gas pressurized damping system for immediate damping 

response. 

Easy installation in OE front forks. 

Compression damping. Rebound damping. 

Improved hydraulic stops to improve bottoming resistance. 

Springs are ordered separately to suit rider’s choice of rate. 

New top-out rubber for smoother top-out feeling.  

Shock absorber delivered without spring.  

Öhlins TTX Fork Inserts 

$1138.00 

Options & Fitment 

 

Sachs 48MM 

Front Inserts GG-175 $1138.00 

Springs  GG-176 $135.00 

 

 

44mm Piston, Twintube & Gas pressurized type of shock absorber 

with external piggy back reservoir. 

Compression Damping adjuster is located at the reservoir. 

Damping is set with the knob, which have a normal right hand 

thread. By turning it clockwise the damping action is increased, 

and by turning it counter clockwise it is reduced. The knob have 

definite positions with noticeable "clicks", making it easy to set. 

Shock absorber delivered without spring.  

Available for Older Models, Contact Dealer for Correct Model # and 

Pricing 

Öhlins TTX Shock 

$1042.00 

Options & Fitment 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 07+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  

Rear Shock GG-177 $1042.00 

Rear Spring GG-178 $89.95 
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Elka rear shock features a 46mm body, independent high 

and low speed compression, & independent rebound from 

compression circuit. 

Comes with rear spring. 

Available for Older Models 

Contact Dealer for Correct Model # and Pricing 

Elka Rear Shock 

$895.00 

Options & Fitment 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 07+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  

Rear Shock GG-179 $895 

 

 

Öhlins Steering Damper 

 

Options & Fitment 
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Cannon Springs are one of the best on the market because 

they purchase a higher quality wire. This allows them to pro-

duce a lighter more stable spring. The purchase of higher 

quality shot peen allows them to  fine tune the stress relief 

and remove most of the residual stresses that occur when it 

is  wound into a spring. 

Cannon Fork Springs 

$119.95/Set 

Options & Fitment 

Cannon Springs are one of the best on the market because 

they purchase a higher quality wire. This allows them to pro-

duce a lighter more stable spring. The purchase of higher 

quality shot peen allows them to  fine tune the stress relief 

and remove most of the residual stresses that occur when it 

is  wound into a spring. 

Cannon Rear Shock 

GG-150.40 .40 Spring Rate 

GG-150.42 .42 Spring Rate 

GG-150.44 .44 Spring Rate 

GG-150.46 .46 Spring Rate 

GG-150.48 .48 Spring Rate 

GG-150.50 .50 Spring Rate 

Fits all GasGas Marzocchi 45mm 

Inquire about Sachs 

$119.95 

Options & Fitment 

GG-151-5.0 5.0 Spring Rate 

GG-151-5.2 5.2 Spring Rate 

GG-151-5.4 5.4 Spring Rate 

GG-151-5.6 5.6 Spring Rate 

GG-151-5.8 5.8 Spring Rate 

GG-150-6.0 6.0 Spring Rate 

Fits all GasGas Ohlins 

Inquire about Sachs 
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Kit includes all bearings, seals, shafts and spacers for a 

complete rebuild. Constructed from OEM-quality compo-

nents. 

All Balls Swingarm Bearing Kit 

Fitment 

 

96-11 GasGas*** GG-107 $65.95 

Kit includes linkage bearings, shafts, seals, spacers, plus 

lower shock bearing. Constructed from OEM-quality compo-

nents.  

All Balls Swingarm Linkage Kit 

$89.95 

Fitment 

 

01-11 GasGas*** GG-106 $89.95 

$65.95 
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Built to last, this aggressive pipe dishes out 

handfuls of torque and bottom to mid range 

pull needed for off road or motocross. The 

FMF Gnarly is everything the name implies 

with performance gains well focused to-

wards bottom and mid power with the goal 

being increased tractability. This makes the 

Gnarly an excellent off-road pipe and superb 

for tighter mx tracks. Made of 18 Gauge 

steel.  

FMF Gnarly Pipe 

$229.95 

Fitment 

99-02 GasGas EC 200-300 GG-114 $229.95 

03-06 GasGas EC 250-300 GG-113 $229.95  

07-11 GasGas EC 250-300  GG-110 $229.95 

 

A factory GasGas pipe designed specifically for 

the  bottom end to mid range pull. This pipe will 

not  disappoint . 

GasGas Factory Pipe 

$325 

 

07-11 GasGas 250-300 only BE850002508 $325 

The Fatty offers a harder hit right off the bottom 

and through the range. A great all around pipe 

Nickel plated for great looks and easy care 

Expect bottom power and meatier mid range 

with an impressive top end gain of about 10% 

to 12% horsepower gain. This is real bolt-on 

power!  

Fitment 

FMF Fatty Pipe 

$229.95 

Fitment 

 

03-06 GasGas EC 250-300 GG-115 $229.95  
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FMF has made it clear that they love 2-strokes, and 

we're backing it up by adding an all-new muffler 

design to our line-up. Don Emler headed up the Q-

Stealth personally, because he loves to ride 2-

strokes and is dedicated to reducing noise levels. 

The Q-Stealth is living proof FMF is the only ex-

haust company committed to bringing new tech-

nology to the 2-stroke enthusiast.  

FMF Q Stealth 

$179.95 

Fitment 

 

07-11 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-112 $179.95 

The Turbine FMF Core II is super-light and offers 

unrestricted flow while retaining its spark arres-

tor legal status. There isn't a better performing 

Spark Arrestor made. The Turbine Core II uses an 

internal ''Turbine Dampening System'' which kills 

spark and doesn't stomp on power all while keep-

ing noise levels low!  

FMF Turbine Core II Spark Arrestor 

$149.95 

Fitment 

99-02 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-118 $149.95 

03-06 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-119 $149.95 

07-11 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-111 $149.95 

Every FMF silencer uses a nickel-plated front 

stinger for strength and finish. The FMF Perfor-

mance Flow end cap directs flow, is strong and 

safer than typical snorkel end caps.  

FMF Powercore 2 

$119.95 

Fitment 

99-02 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-116 $119.95 

03-06 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-117 $119.95 
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Today all of LeoVince’s latest X3 exhaust systems provide 

smooth power that’s easy to put to the ground with a sound 

level at 94db or below. LeoVince Enduro pipes are not 

just repurposed MX pipes. They are model specific tuned to 

give smooth broad power range needed on the toughest 

trails. 

LeoVince X3 Exhaust Silencer 

$169.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

07-11 GasGas 200-250-300 GG-2000 $169.95 
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Will include a new cap and uses the stock pet-

cock.  

Quality: We are committed to providing the 

customer with the very best after market 

fuel tank available with a quality that is se-

cond to none. 

 

CLARKE 2-STROKE 3.2 GALLON 

$209.00 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE MODELS 2007-2011 

GG-190 $209.00 

ALL 2-STROKE MODELS 2001-2006 

GG-191 $209.00 

 

3.5 Gallon tank that replaces the shrouds 

for your GasGas.  

 

$449.00 

ALL 2-STROKE MODELS  

GG-194 

 

ALL 4-STROKE MODELS  

GG-195 

Includes a new gas cap. Uses stock shrouds, 

seat and fuel pump  

Fit: We strive to produce parts that fit the 

bikes or ATVs that they are intended for. 

We also carry a nice selection of 

"universal" tanks for your vintage dirt bike 

or special project. 

CLARKE  4-STROKE 2.7 GALLON 

$209.00 

Fitment 

ALL 4-STROKE MODELS 2007-2010 

GG-192 $209.00 

ALL 4-STROKE MODELS 2004-2006 

GG-193 $209.00 

 

Fitment 

SAFARI 3.5 GALLON 

$469.00 
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A cover for your air intake to allow for 

washing of the airbox. Wash your bike like 

a Pro! 2007-2011 GasGas  

 GG-204 

Twin Air Airbox Washing Cover 

$39.95 

Fitment 

Main Jet GasGas Quick Release Seat Kit  

Easy to install quick release seat kit. 

You get a 1/4 turn Dzus screw, receiver 

plate, aluminum & plastic washers, stain-

less steel rivets & even a drill bit to remove 

the old one, as well as detailed instruc-

tions. 

For 2007 and newer bikes with a hole in the 

top of the seat. 

Fitment 

2007-2011 GasGas GG-1700 

 

$39.95 

 The most durable, long lasting cable avail-

able for your GasGas!  

This specially made cable is 1 1/2" longer 

for better fitment with raised bars or for 

better clearance through and around your 

enduro equipment! 

GG-205 

Fits all GasGas models and 

years from 96+, 2-stroke. 

GoFasters 1-1/2” Longer Throttle Cable 

Fitment 

$37.95 
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Twin Air Filter's patented design, high quality materials and 

superior construction deliver unbeatable performance and 

protection - and make Twin Air Filters the hands-down choice 

of more World and National Champions than all other filters 

combined.  

Twin Air Filter  

$29.95 

Fitment 

2007-2011 All Model GasGas  

 GG-200  

2001-2006 All Model GasGas  

 GG-201  

Special Twin Air Filter cage for the 

GasGas. Cage has 5 special prongs that pro-

trude on the back side to seal and prevent 

the seal between the air filter and airbox rub-

ber seal. No more worries of incorrect or 

insufficient  installation. Comes with one air 

filter.  

Twin Air Filter and Cage 

$149.95 

Fitment 

2007-2011 2-Stroke GasGas  

 GG-202  

2007-2011 4-Stroke GasGas 

GG-203 
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The design of this cover increases the volume of the power valve 

chamber, lending itself to better throttle response and low to mid 

range performance. CNC machined from T6 aluminum alloy billet 

to exact specifications to insure a perfect fit. Our design also in-

corporates a drain to reduce oil accumulation within the chamber, 

allowing for consistent volume capacity.  

High Volume Powervalve Cover 

$89.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

GG-165 

 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke. 

Solid rollers, extended bushings and O-ring seals for long life O-

ring types feature tough, elastomer O-rings that seal a special vacu-

um-injected grease into the critical load-bearing areas, keeping 

the lubricant in and dirt and grit out.   

Billet Exhaust Spigot  

$76.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

GG-166 

 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke. 
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CNC Machined, made of 6061 aluminum with 

a black anodized coating. Powervalve 

cover. 

Ransom Machine Works PV Cover 

$59.95 

Fitment 

GG-130 

Fits all GasGas models and 

years from 96+, 2-stroke. 

CNC Machined, made of 6061 aluminum with a 

black anodized coating. Case guard. 
GG-132 

Fits all GasGas models and 

years from 96+, 2-stroke. 

CNC Machined, made of 6061 aluminum with 

a black anodized coating. Ignition cover. 

Ransom Machine Works Ignition Cover 

$119.95 

Fitment 

GG-131 

Fits all GasGas models and 

years from 96+, 2-stroke. 

Fitment 

Ransom Machine Works Case Guard 

$69.95 
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CNC Machined, made of 6061 aluminum with a black ano-

dized coating. Clutch cover. 

Ransom Machine Works Clutch Cover  

$129.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

GG-134 

 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke. 
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The impellers feature improved coolant flow and dura-

bility over the stock plastic impeller. This special racing 

Alloy impeller will prevent overheating and will not 

come apart or deform when the going gets tough, fail-

ures of the stock plastic impeller under severe condi-

tions have been common and have caused expensive 

damage to the engine.  

Alloy Impeller 

$69.95 

GG-164  $69.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 

4-stroke  

In Line Radiator coolers help reduce the heat in your 

engine and radiator by 5-7 degrees!  Big reduction in 

heat and wear on your machine.  GasGas Factory Race 

Team uses on all of there race machines. 

Available in Red, Gold, or Silver. 

Radiator Coolers 

$49.95 

Fitment 

Red GG-161  $49.95 

Gold GG-162  $49.95 

Silver GG-163  $49.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke. 

Does Not Fit 4-Strokes 

Fitment 
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The VForce3 reed valve system is often times the number 

one choice of users looking to improve the performance of 

their machine. It's a true "bolt-on" performance modifica-

tion. If you've ever checked your reed petals for wear (which 

you should be doing once a year) than you can install a 

VForce3 Reed Valve System.  

 

V-Force Reeds 

$59.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

For V-Force Reed Blocks Only GG-225

  

 

Quicker acceleration for that all-important holeshot. 

Crisper throttle response for fast corner exits and surer 

jumps. More horsepower throughout the powerband for 

guaranteed performance. Improved engine efficiency and 

fuel economy for the long distance rider. Longer life - 

Boyesen Power Reeds outlast all other aftermarket reed pet-

als. 

Boyesen Pro Series Reeds 

$62.95 

Options & Fitment 

 

1996-2006 OEM Reed Cages GG-226 
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Nothing sucks more than fluids gushing out of your 

motorcycle in the middle of the bush miles from rescue 

just because of a poorly placed rock or tree and a 

little bad luck. Protect your radiator (and your bank 

balance) with a Scorpion Radiator Guard. The Scorpion 

Rad Guard will protect the front and side of your radia-

tor against impact due to a crash or flying projectiles 

from the bike in front of you or brush that seems to 

want to spear your radiator. We created a stag-

gered horizontal punch pattern that provides 

maximum airflow to reduce the possibility of over-

heating.   

Scorpion Racing Radiator Guards 

$89.95 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) AND 4

-STROKE MODELS 2001-2011 

PART # GG-1243  

 

The all-new Scorpion Heavy Duty Skid Plate, in our 

opinion, is the best skid plate available on the 

market today. With a 3/16” thick aluminium con-

struction, Hand Tig welded wings with a Scorpion 

logo carved into each side for bling factor, alumin-

ium mounting brackets and high-grade metric 

fasteners, you simply can’t go wrong. This is the 

perfect product for the hard core off road rider.  

Scorpion Racing HD Skid Plate 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) AND 4-

STROKE MODELS 2001-2011 

PART # GG-1450  

 

Do you want to protect your radiator without 

blocking the front and possibly reducing air-

flow?  If yes then put a frame around it.  The all-

new Scorpion Radiator Frame, constructed out 

of 3/16” aluminum and 7/16” hex bar for the 

cross supports and yes you still get to run your 

stock radiator louvers for maximum air-

flow.   This is the ultimate in side impact pro-

tection for your radiator.   

Scorpion Racing Radiator Frames 

$94.95 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) AND 4-

STROKE MODELS 2001-2011 

PART # GG-1529  

 

Fitment 

$99.95 
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For the best in both exhaust and frame 

protection available.  

Hyde Skid Plate/Pipe 

$175.95 

2007 thru 2011 GasGas  Models  GG-1253 

2002 thru 2004 GasGas  Models  GG-1254 

The Hyde form fitting design restricts mud 

accumulation allowing for lower engine 

temps due to more air flow, as a result 

there is no loss in horsepower. They also 

absorb sound instead of reflecting it.  

Hyde Skid Plate for 2-Strokes 

$85.95 

Fitment 

2005 thru 2011 GasGas  Models  GG-1250 

2002 thru 2004 GasGas  Models  GG-1251 

Fitment 

Hyde Racing skid plates are 1/3 the 

weight of aluminum skid plates and offer 

a sleek factory look.  Made of a Teflon/

co-polymer, these revolutionary skid 

plates come with stainless steel hard-

ware, are abrasion resistant, will not 

dent and will not crack or fatigue 

as current poly-resin skid plates do.  

Hyde Skid Plate for 4-Strokes 

$110.95 

Fitment 

2006 thru 2011 GasGas  Models 

 GG-1252 
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AXP Skid Plate 

Function : Protecting cases, the frame on 

motocross motorcycles Details : High 

density Polyethylene 60/10° thickness, 

milled, warm formed Advantage com-

pared to aluminum : 40% lighter than Alu-

minum 40/10°mm thick, doesn’t stay de-

formed , length of life than ally, doesn’t 

create vibrations Assembling : Easy 

accessories, bolt set, assembling in-

structions supplied.  

$99.99 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) 

AND 4-STROKE MODELS 

2001-2011 

PART # GG-1650  

 

These have a brace point where it creates a 

frame around the radiator to protect it 

against shock due to crashes .( 3 points 

of fixation ) Aluminum, thickness  40/10°, 

Colored   tube, 12mm  diameter. Easy, 

accessories, bolt set, assembling instruc-

tions supplied. 

AXP Radiator Guards 

$89.99 

Function : Protecting cases, the frame on 

motocross motorcycles Details : High 

density Polyethylene 60/10° thickness, 

milled, warm formed Advantage compared 

to aluminum : 40% lighter than Aluminum 

40/10°mm thick, doesn’t stay deformed , 

length of life than ally, doesn’t create vi-

brations Assembling : Easy accessories, 

bolt set, assembling instructions supplied.  

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) 

AND 4-STROKE MODELS 

2001-2011 

PART # GG-1652 

 

AXP Skid and Linkage Plate 

$119.99 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE  (Except 125) 

AND 4-STROKE MODELS 

2001-2011 

PART # GG-1651  

 

Fitment 
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Radiator Tube Guard  

$19.95 

This Aluminum radiator tube sleeve protects 

you from a DNF  caused by a pipe melting 

your radiator hose.  

Fitment 

 

GG-2204 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  

3.5 Gallon tank that replaces the shrouds for your 

GasGas.  

The GP radiator brace replaces the lower mount-

ing bolt of the radiator with a solid aluminum post 

that passes through the outer grommet, the 

shroud bolts directly to the radiator brace. The 

brace can be used with or without wrap around 

radiator guards and comes with detailed in-

structions for easy installation. 

This new style is anodized in Red and has a 

grooved flat section to be able to hold while 

inserting in place. 
GP Fender Brace 

GG-2201 

Fits all GasGas models and years 

from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

GP Radiator Braces 

$39.95 

Fitment 

 

GG-2200 

Fits all GasGas models and years 

from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

Fitment 

$24.95 
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Carbon Fiber design from E-line gives you the ulti-

mate in protection and looks. Take the pipe repair 

out of your vocabulary with this well designed 

protection. Absorbs the small and large 

blows so your pipe doesn't have to.?  

E-Line Pipe Guard  

$139.95 

Fitment 

ALL 2-STROKE MODELS 2007-2011 

GG-135 

ALL 2-STROKE MODELS 2001-2006 

GG-136 

 

 

E-Line Carbon Fiber Skid Plate  

Fitment 
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Renthal Ultralight™ rear chainwheels are manufactured to ex-

tremely tight tolerances from a special material developed to 

withstand the rigors of Supercross, Motocross and Enduro. 

The 7075 T6 aluminum alloy rear chainwheels are 66% lighter 

than steel, yet incredibly durable. Their advanced tooth profile, 

concentricity and accuracy of fit provide maximum power trans-

fer and long-life. 

Renthal’s combination of a very high strength base material and 

an exceptionally hardwearing surface result in significantly in-

creased chainwheel life. 

Renthal Ultralight™  

$64.95 

Options & Fitment 

48 TOOTH GG-125-48 $64.95 

49 TOOTH GG-125-49 $64.95 

50 TOOTH GG-125-50 $64.95 

52 TOOTH GG-125-52 $64.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  

Renthal Front Countershaft Sprockets are simply the finest 

front drive on the market today. 

Our Front sprockets feature: Specially developed Nickel-

Chrome-Molybdenum steel, case hardened core refined to 

give the ultimate combination of strength and hardness. 

Renthal Countershaft Sprocket 

$25.95 

Options & Fitment 

12 TOOTH GG-126-12 $25.95 

13 TOOTH GG-126-13 $25.95 

14 TOOTH GG-126-14 $25.95 

 Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2

-stroke, 4-stroke  
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Dirt Tricks Sprockets are made of heat treated, nickel/

chrome plated, chrome-molly steel that is 2.5 times stronger 

than stainless steel; 3 times stronger than 7075 alumi-

num.  

A Dirt Tricks sprocket typically weighs 18 ounces verses 14 

ounces for the same name-branded 7075 aluminum. That's a 

4 ounce difference. Now compare that to an average of 30 to 

40 ounces for a typical stainless steel or "Ti-Moly" sprocket 

and 25 to 30 ounces for a "Generation V".  

1 Year Unconditional Warranty!!! 

Dirt Tricks Ironman Rear Sprocket 

$109.00 

Options & Fitment 

48 TOOTH GG-121-48 $108.95 

49 TOOTH GG-121-49 $108.95 

50 TOOTH GG-121-50 $108.95 

51 TOOTH GG-121-51 $108.95 

52 TOOTH GG-121-52 $108.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 

4-stroke  

Dirt Tricks Sprockets are made of heat treated, nickel/

chrome plated, chrome-molly steel that is 2.5 times stronger 

than stainless steel; 3 times stronger than 7075 alumi-

num.  

Shows less wear after 1000 hours than most show in 5 

hours use! 

1 Year Unconditional Warranty!!! 

Dirt Tricks Ironman Countershaft Sprocket 

$37.00 

Options & Fitment 

12 TOOTH GG-122-12 $54.95 

13 TOOTH GG-122-13 $54.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 

4-stroke  
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SuperSprox-Stealth is about longer life, without compromis-

ing weight. Primary goal, to last 3 times longer than alumi-

num and remain as light as possible. No concession, it’s 

performance and function the whole way! 

GasGas Rear SuperSprox Sprocket Gold 

$79.95 

Options & Fitment 

48 TOOTH GG-128-48 $79.95 

49 TOOTH GG-128-49 $79.95 

50 TOOTH GG-128-50 $79.95 

51 TOOTH GG-128-51 $79.95 

52 TOOTH GG-128-52 $79.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

SuperSprox-Stealth is about longer life, without compromis-

ing weight. Primary goal, to last 3 times longer than alumi-

num and remain as light as possible. No concession, it’s 

performance and function the whole way! 

GasGas Rear SuperSprox Sprocket Red 

$79.95 

Options & Fitment 

48 TOOTH GG-129-48 $79.95 

49 TOOTH GG-129-49 $79.95 

50 TOOTH GG-129-50 $79.95 

51 TOOTH GG-129-51 $79.95 

52 TOOTH GG-129-52 $79.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  
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All Talon gearbox sprockets are manufactured ‘in-house’ in 

the UK. Available in our standard design only, these front 

sprockets are made from case hardened chromoly-steel, 

zinc coated and heat treated for long life. 

OEM GasGas Rear Sprocket 

$54.95 

Options & Fitment 

47 TOOTH BE25618024 $54.95 

48 TOOTH BE250418034 $54.95 

49 TOOTH BC25818024 $54.95 

50 TOOTH R840701  $54.95 

51 TOOTH BE12618034 $54.95 

52 TOOTH BE12618024 $54.95 

53 TOOTH  BE25918125 $54.95 

54 TOOTH BE25918126 $54.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

All Talon gearbox sprockets are manufactured ‘in-house’ in 

the UK. Available in our standard design only, these front 

sprockets are made from case hardened chromoly-steel, 

zinc coated and heat treated for long life. 

OEM GasGas Countershaft Sprocket 

$39.95 

Options & Fitment 

12 TOOTH MF25836025 $39.95 

13 TOOTH ME25636025 $39.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  
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The BRP Polymer Chain Guide offers Increased 

Strength, Superior Durability and Improved Per-

formance over OEM and other chain guides. 

Available in White with Red center insert and red 

anodized collars. 

Exceptional Impact Durability, Superior Wear 

Resistance, & Increased Horsepower 

1 Year Warranty. 

BRP Chain Guide 

$69.95 

Fitment 

GG-136 $69.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-

stroke 

All Bikes Prior to 2011 must purchase bracket GG-138  

GG-138 is needed for installation for either TM or BRP 

chainguide. 

GasGas Chain Guide Bracket 

$34.95 

The inventor and worldwide patent holder of 
the first solid body chain guide design. Don't be 
fooled by imitations. Our patented solid body 
design features our exclusive 
“RMS” (Return Memory System) plastic 
formula and impact resistant plastic. 
Used exclusively by the USA Factory 
Gas-Gas Race Team. 1-Year pro-rated 

breakage warranty (USA only).  

GG-137 $69.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 

2-stroke, 4-stroke 

All Bikes Prior to 2011 must purchase  

bracket GG-138  

GG-138 $34.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke 

All Bikes Prior to 2011 must purchase this bracket GG-138  

T.M. Designworks Chainguide 

$69.95 

Fitment 

Fitment 
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Includes  

Renthal Ultralight Rear Sprocket 

Renthal Countershaft Sprocket 

Renthal 520 R3-2 O-Ring Chain 

Renthal Chain and Sprocket Combo 

$175.00 

Fitment 

48-13 TOOTH COMBO GG-1800-48-13 

49-13 TOOTH COMBO GG-1800-49-13 

50-13 TOOTH COMBO GG-1800-50-13 

Nitrile ‘O’ Rings extend chain life by retaining spe-

cial  vacuum injected grease inside the chain joint.  

Shot-peened alloy steel side plates for high ten-

sile  strength and maximum impact load resistance  

High carbon alloy steel bearing pins for excel-

lent  resistance to wear.  

Gold colored side plates help prevent corrosion. 

Pre stretched to enhance performance of the chain. 

Renthal 520 R3-2 O-Ring Chain 

$103.95 

 

520 CHAIN 120 LINKS GG-1802  

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-stroke, 4-

stroke  

Fitment 
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EBC designs are made with heat treated carbon steel which 

is back tempered after hardening to an optimum hardness 

and toughness to provide durability but not to become 

brittle. 

Over hardened rotors can crack when heavy braking occurs 

and the rotor is quickly cooled such as when crossing water. 

Always use new pads when replacing rotors, the use of old 

or worn pads can cause hot spots or glazing of the rotor and 

will promote brake fade and loss of brake. 

EBC Front or Rear Brake Wave Rotor 

$129.99 

Options & Fitment 

 

Front  01-11 GasGas*** GG-143 $129.99 

Rear 01-11 GasGas*** GG-142 $129.99 

No more worries of overheated brakes on your 05+ GasGas! 

This extension has been test proven to reduce overheating 

and allows for more brake fluid as well. Seven fins allow a 

greater amount of airflow to keep the expanded brake fluid 

from fading your riding day!  

Master Cylinder Cooler/Extension 

$59.95 

Options & Fitment 

05+ GasGas GG-160 $59.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 05+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  
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Galfer Wave Rotors offer the best in mud clearing along with 

the best feel and control while their design offers great cool-

ing and reliability. 

Laser cut from a unique high-carbon 420 stainless steel that 

has been pre-heat treated and parallel double disc ground to 

assure perfect flatness 

Wave rotors will improve the lever feel and feedback allow-

ing the rider to get a much stronger and progressive brake 

than other units would (added trailing edge on the brake pad 

surface) 

Galfer Front Brake Rotor 

$165.00 

Options & Fitment 

 

01-11 GasGas All Models GG-140 $165.00 

 

Not recommended to  change rotors and not pads. 

 

Galfer Wave Rotors offer the best in mud clearing along with the 

best feel and control while their design offers great cooling and 

reliability. 

Laser cut from a unique high-carbon 420 stainless steel that has 

been pre-heat treated and parallel double disc ground to assure 

perfect flatness 

Wave rotors will improve the lever feel and feedback allowing the 

rider to get a much stronger and progressive brake than other 

units would (added trailing edge on the brake pad surface) 

Galfer Rear Brake Rotor 

$139.00 

Options & Fitment 

 

01-11 GasGas All Models GG-141 $139.00 

 

Not recommended to  change rotors and not pads. 
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EBC Brake pads come in both  organic and semi-metallic.  

Organic is the ultimate in feel and performance, but will wear 

quickly in muddy conditions 

Semi-Metallic is best in muddy conditions and is the best 

for longevity. 

EBC Brake Pads 

 

Options & Fitment 

 ORGANIC  $32 

96-00 FRONT GG-1810  

96-00 REAR GG-1811  

01-09 FRONT GG-1812 

01-09 REAR GG-1813 

10-11 FRONT GG-1814 

10-11 REAR GG-1815 

SINTERED METALLIC  $40 

96-00 FRONT GG-1816 

96-00 REAR GG-1817 

01-09 FRONT GG-1818 

01-09 REAR GG-1819 

10-11 FRONT GG-1820 

10-11 REAR GG-1821 

Galfer Brake pads come in both Kevlar and semi-metallic  

Organic is the ultimate in feel and performance, but will wear 

quickly in muddy conditions 

Semi-Metallic is best in muddy conditions and is the best 

for longevity. 

Galfer Brake pads 

Options & Fitment 

 KEVLAR  $36.75 

96-00 FRONT GG-1822 

96-00 REAR GG-1823 

01-09 FRONT GG-1824 

01-09 REAR GG-1825 

10-11 FRONT GG-1826 

10-11 REAR GG-1827 

SEMI-METALLIC $29.95 

96-00 FRONT GG-1828 

96-00 REAR GG-1829 

01-09 FRONT GG-1830 

01-09 REAR GG-1831 

10-11 FRONT GG-1832 

10-11 REAR GG-1833 
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Hard Anodized Rear Wheel Spacer! Are you 

having problems with OEM spacers groov-

ing on your 2004 or 05 machine? Re-

place with this black anodized aftermarket 

spacer and your durability will be well 

worth the small investment. This is for the 

sprocket side that wears out. OEM replace-

ment cost would be $25.00!  

Rear Wheel Spacer 

Fitment 

GG-045 $19.95 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 03+, 2-stroke, 

4-stroke  

Hard Anodized Front Wheel Spacers! Are 

you having problems with OEM spacers 

grooving on your 2004 or 05 machine? 

Replace with this black anodized aftermar-

ket spacer and your durability will be well 

worth the small investment. OEM replace-

ment cost would be $11.00 a piece!  

Front Wheel Spacers 

Fitment 

GG-046 $13.95 each 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 

03+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

$26.95 

$19.95 

The best design in handguard mounts, offset 

clamp allows your control cables to remain where 

they are!  

 GasGas Axle Pull 

$34.95 

Options & Fitment 

1-1/8” Bar  GG-050 $34.95 

 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 96+, 2-

stroke, 4-stroke  
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The best design in handguard mounts, offset 

clamp allows your control cables to remain where 

they are!  

1-1/8” Bark Buster Clamps 

$34.95 

Options & Fitment 

1-1/8” Bar  GG-047

 $34.95 

 

Fits all GasGas models and years from 

96+, 2-stroke, 4-stroke  

Galfer Steel Braided Brake Hoses 

 

Options & Fitment 
The best design in handguard mounts, offset clamp 

allows your control cables to remain where they 

are!  Front  04-11 GasGas GG-148 

 00-03 GasGas GG-149 

  $72.00 

Rear 09-11 GasGas GG-153 

 04-08 GasGas GG-154 

 00-03 GasGas GG-155 

  $54.50 
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Front wheel bearing kit includes 2 bearings 

and 2 seals for your GasGas machine.  

Rear wheel bearing kit includes 3 bear-

ings and 2 seals specifically for your 

GasGas.  

Both kits contain premium quality, high 

speed bearings. Rubber covered outside 

diameter seals with garter spring inner 

lips for a optimum seal.  

All Balls Wheel Bearing Kit 

Front $17.95 

Rear  $23.95 

Fitment 

Front  96-03 GasGas*** GG-101 $22.95 

 04-11 GasGas*** GG-102 $22.95 

Rear  99-02 GasGas*** GG-104 $23.95 

 03-11 GasGas*** GG-105 $23.95 

Kit contains premium quality, high speed 

bearings. Rubber covered outside diame-

ter seals with garter spring inner lips for a 

optimum seal.  

All Balls Chain Roller Kit  

$13.95 

96-11 GasGas*** GG-2100 $13.95 

Steering bearing kit includes 2 bearings and 

2 seals. 

Kit contains premium quality, high speed 

bearings. Rubber covered outside diam-

eter seals with garter spring inner lips 

for a optimum seal.   

All Balls Steering Bearing Kit 

Fitment 

Fitment 

 99-05 GasGas*** GG-146 $19.95 

06-11 GasGas*** GG-147 $32.95 
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10’X10’ Automatic gazebo, easy open. 

Polyester material with UV coating. 

White powder coated, one piece sturdy 

steel frame. Comes with a black carry-

ing case with wheels. 

GG-040 

GasGas Canopy 

$449.99 

One size fits all! 

GG-2506 

Hebo GasGas Team Racing Hat 

$19.99 

Hebo GG Team Racing Hat 

$19.99 

One size fits all! 

GG-2507 

GasGas Beanie  

$19.99 

One size fits all! 

GG-2505 
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7-1/4” GG-2500 

7-3/8” GG-2501 

Red Pinstripe GG Factory Hat 

$19.99 

7-1/4” GG-2502 

7-3/8” GG-2503 

White Pinstripe GG Factory Hat 

$19.99 
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GasGas Enduro Red Gloves 

 

GasGas Enduro Jersey Red 

GasGas Enduro Jacket Red GG 

 

GasGas Enduro Red Pant GG 


